
The Problem

. ...
Dull, dirty flooring collecting debris and bacteria.

Expensive maintenance and chemical costs. 

Couldn't be cleaned using traditional methods.

Coventry City Council

Coventry City Council is the local governing
body responsible for the City of Coventry. 

Arrow County Supplies support Coventry
City Council with a tailored product
portfolio that ensures their buildings and
facilities remain spotless.

Arrow provides bespoke solutions, based
around our customers’ requirements. When
Coventry City Council raised concerns
about flooring that was becoming difficult
and labour-intensive to clean. Arrow
assessed their needs, budget and abilities
to provide the most effective solution.
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BEFORE AFTER

The solution is the Ocelot, designed and manufactured by industry leading
floorcare brand, Victor. The Ocelot is a specialist safety floor cleaning
machine that delivers immaculate results - removing even deeply
penetrated debris and bacteria. Equipped with a microfibre pad at the base
that collects and removes dirt, the Ocelot provides a perfect finish, whilst
minimising the need for chemicals.



The machine provided from Arrow is excellent, the floor is visibly clean
and stain-free, and has saved us money on buying chemicals. 

"The Ocelot isn't just effective with safety flooring, it has provided
amazing results throughout our facilities, including kitchen flooring,
corridors and communal spaces - the flooring looks like new!"

The Ocelot
Easy-to-use - delivers optimal cleaning performance with minimal
training
Edge-to-edge cleaning 
                                                - the 400mm drive board reaches difficult-
to-reach areas

Reduces chemical use - 3,000 oscillations a minute and microfibre
pads are highly effective and minimises the need for detergents 

Compact and lightweight - weighs only 16kg and is incredibly slimline.
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- Senior Area Co-ordinator at Coventry City Council

Easy-to-use

Edge-to-edge cleaning 

Reduces chemical use

Compact and lightweight 

Designed to prevent accidents in commercial environments due to its anti-slip
ridges, the gaps in safety flooring encourages a thick build-up of debris and germs.
This decreases the effectiveness of the floors anti-slip properties and makes the
flooring difficult and labour-intensive to clean. When left to accumulate, the
flooring becomes dirty, unhygienic, and ultimately unsafe. 

How safe is your safety flooring?

. ...... . . . . ....

Safety Flooring features
a 'pitted' surface to

reduce slips.

Dirt gets trapped within
the pits of the floorings

surface.

Traditional mopping
only skims the peaks,
leaving dirt behind.

Over time, dirt builds up
in the gaps of the

safety flooring.

The Ocelot removes the
built in debris and

restores the flooring.


